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Introduction

In last years Learning Progressions (LPs) have been

increasingly used by researchers in science education to

describe how students develop their understanding of a given

concept across school levels. 

(Duncan & Hmelo-Silver., 2009; Smith, Wiser, Anderson, & Krajcik, 2006; Stevens, Delgado & Krajcik,
2010; Wilson & Bertenthal, 2006).



  

Introduction

Despite other countries, in Italy Science Education Research is

not explicitly involved in educational reforms

the reference to research results in general and to the use of

learning progression in curricula design are less explicit. 



  

Introduction
In the Italian National Indications framework, the curricula of
scientific disciplines (Science, Physics and Mathematics) are not
organized around “big ideas”, and no learning path for students’
knowledge is explicitly cited.

 

Anyway when looking at the National Indications it is possible to
recognize that these implicitly assumes a progression from
qualitative explanations towards more quantitative models of the
natural phenomena towards a more complex one.



  

LPs can: 

● be useful means to improve teaching practices at different

school levels;

● play a key role in order to reform and build coherent

curricula and to develop instructional educational

materials.

Introduction



  

Definition of LP

“descriptions of the successively more sophisticated ways of

thinking about a topic that can follow one another as children

learn about and investigate a topic over a broad span of time”

(NRC, 2007). 



  

Definition of LP

progress
through
subsequent
levels of more
sophisticated
understanding

Lower anchor: intuitive ideas 
(Driver, 1994; Posner et al., 1982)

LPs are based on a developmental view of learning: 

How students 

learn 

a given 

science content

upper anchor: scientifically 
   correct idea.

Level 1

Level 2

…..
….



  

LPs application 

Kobrin et al. (2015) described an approach to understand the
structure, content, usability, and validity of learning
progressions. 

In particular they identify five area of science education
interested by learning progressions approach: 

● Standards Development
● Curriculum Development
● Large-Scale Summative Assessment
● Formative Assessment and Instruction
● Teacher Development



  

LPs are usually built around “big ideas” in science, i. e.
“core” concepts.

(Corcoran, Mosher &  Rogat, 2009)

Le Big Ideas sono sono concetti «fondamentali» che
aiutano gli studenti a: 

● connettere diversi fenomeni, leggi empiriche e modelli
esplicativi

● riflettere sulle conoscenza e le pratiche degli scienziati 
● sviluppare attitudini ed idee basate sui modelli dei

fenomeni dei sistemi naturali
● essere consapevoli del valore culturale della Scienza

Big Ideas



  

Big Ideas

Discussione a coppie (con mentimeter): quali sono secondo voi

esempi di big ideas? Elencatene quante più ve ne vengono in

mente

https://www.mentimeter.com/s/3904ffe819d2ab35b97c47f8164f71e6/7d159ca56906

https://www.mentimeter.com/s/3904ffe819d2ab35b97c47f8164f71e6/7d159ca56906


● Proprietà della materia

● Energia

● Onde

● Moto e forza

● Moti della Terra

Esempi di Big Ideas

● Azione a distanza
● Composizione della Terra e suo

clima
● Informazione genetica e sua

trasmissione
● Evoluzione e diversità degli

organismi, esseri viventi

● Meccanica quantistica e materia



  

Developing and validating LP

If the alignment is
satisfying

Test the alignment between LP and actual students’ achievements

Validate/reviserd version of LP (RLP)

Yes

No Revise HLP

Design a measurement instrument (usually a questionnaire or an interview)

Previously research results, students’ answers to questionnaire or interviews, well known
misconceptions are used to hypothesise a first version of the LP (HLP)



  

Developing and validating LP

To test the alignment between students’ achievements and LP two
 methods are used: 

Qualitative approach data from interviews and open tasks 

(e,g Krajicik et al., 2010; Shea & Duncan, 2013).

Quantitative approach scoring students’ answers to a

multiple-choice questionnaire 

(e,g, Hadelfedt et al., 2016; Neumann, Viering, Boone & Fischer, 2013)



  

LP and big ideas

Researchers have developed many LPs around big ideas from different
scientific area:

Energy (Neumann, Viering, Boone & Fischer, 2013)

Matter (Stevens, Delgado & Krajcik, 2010; Hadenfeldt, et al. 2016)

Force and motion (Alonzo & Steedle, 2009)

Water (Gunckel, Covitt, Salinas, & Anderson, 2012)

Modern genetics (Todd & Romine, 2016)

Stellar Structure and evolution (Colantonio et al. 2018)



  

LPs and astronomical topics

Recently, there has been an increasing interest of science education
research community towards students’ difficulties in understanding
astronomical topics and there have been some attempts to extend LPs 
approach to astronomical core concepts:

(Plummer, 2014; Plummer 2009; Sneider, Bar &  Cavanagh, 2011)

Solar System formation (Plummer et al. 2015)

Celestial motion (Plummer & Maynard, 2014; Plummer & Krajcik 2010)

No LP has yet been validated across all school levels from, middle
school up to post graduate.  



  

Example: Seasons

(Galano, 2015)



  

Example: Stellar Structure and Evolution



  

Dimensions

Example: Stellar Structure and Evolution



  

Example: Stellar Structure and Evolution
Hydrostatic Equilibrium

Hypothesize LP



  

Example: Stellar Structure and Evolution
Hydrostatic Equilibrium

Final LP



  

Conclusion

Why Learning Progressions? They..
● improve teaching practices at different school levels
● reform and build coherent curricula
● develop instructional educational materials

● help teachers how students develop their understanding of a 
given concept
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